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Extraordinary Leaders Award || MZEO
The salaries of public servants are unsustainable and speak of mental bias
on behalf of citizens, who do not care about their leaders. The psychological
pressures of managing billions or trillions of euros but not being awarded
even 10% of what bankers earn, who often manage far less capital, and have
smaller positive contribution to society.
Such injustice creates graft, nepotism, sadness, biases leaders, and hurt the
wellbeing in many ways, each year, many times over. We do appreciate the
sacrifice and the hard work of our public leaders and advocate that these
positions are properly compensated with assets that make life higher-quality
and increase the ability of these amazing people to increase their impact
while perennially preserving their integrity.
Mzeo, with its Club for Presidents of Local Communities has proven the
power of abstract rewards or even monetary ones, to stimulate leaders of
local communities to be more motivated and do more for the public
wellbeing. Why such rewards, monetary ones too, shouldn’t be given to
leaders on higher levels after they leave their highly revered positions?
Mzeo seeks to raise enough funds to allocate at least 10 million USD each
year to leaders in 9 different categories, 1 million USD for 8 prizes and $2
million USD for one prize that pertains to contribution towards a positive
evolution of mankind. Prizes are available after they leave their positions.
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Extraordinary leader of Latin America
Extraordinary leader of North America
Extraordinary leader of Europe
Extraordinary leader of Africa
Extraordinary leader of Asia and Pacific
Extraordinary leader of South Asia
Extraordinary leader in sciences and promoting education
Extraordinary leader in promoting ethics and moral development
Extraordinary in facilitating positive human evolution ($2 million)
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These rewards would be allocated with measurable KPIs that are set and
measured by international bodies such as UN, the UN Agencies, and the
World Bank. Only the biggest prize of $2 million would be qualitative and
would include more areas that require multilinear assessment. This would
be decided by people who already got Mzeo award based on at least 3
proposals by the Mzeo organization.
We believe that these rewards would impact the awareness and motivation
that would transcend into measurable and enormous positive impact in
society wherein citizens return their trust in governments, and governments
return their trust in citizens.
We are currently fundraising for at least 10 years of these awards, that can
be paid annually, and we hope this expense, to become part of the UN’s
normal annual budget allocation onward or even today.
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